With the market interest increasing for practical applications to resolve draft regulation interests, as well as entities looking to provide a trusted behavior signature to their customer base, becoming an IEEE Authorized Certifier for AI systems is a natural step for accredited certification bodies and test labs that are looking to expand their oversight towards ethical technologies.

IEEE CertifAIEd offers an ecosystem that generates a documented evaluation process backed by a reputable and knowledgeable set of experts with criteria interpretation tailored for given verticals, that will ultimately be reflected in standards and norms.

IEEE is partnering with organizations to join the IEEE CertifAIEd ecosystem as IEEE Authorized Certifiers in the global journey towards trust in AI. As an Authorized Certifier, you will:

- Oversee the certification process and independently verify that an assessment has been conducted in accordance with the IEEE CertifAIEd certification scheme
- Thoroughly review and validate an organization’s case for ethics and related assessment materials against IEEE CertifAIEd criteria
- Grant a certificate and mark to the AI product, service, or system that has been deemed to have met the specified IEEE CertifAIEd criteria
- Enter the AI product, service, or system in the IEEE CertifAIEd registry.

For more information, contact us at certifaied@ieee.org.